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Quoted By: >>27756379 >>27756450 >>27756479 >>27756507 >>27756947

>>27757308 >>27757331 >>27758474 >>27760733 >>27763639 >>27767970

>>27768060

Cis women who date trans women, what do you like about us?

It's kind of beyond my reach because the cis women I have dated
post transition refused to really expand on what they found
attractive in me and it'd just be cool to know your logic on why trans
women are attractive to you

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:05:29 No.27756379
Quoted By: >>27756416 >>27756979 >>27757308 >>27760678 >>27761539

>>27756205

So far all the cis women that have liked me have been kind of
sadistic. Not to an extreme level, but I feel like they like that I'm
kind of a weak person emotionally and physically. They like
tickling me and making me uncomfortable and doing light
physical bullying.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:08:29 No.27756416
Quoted By: >>27756458 >>27761539 >>27761679

ymmv i guess but i have found the same thing as >>27756379. the cis women who have been into me are
extremely sadistic. they have loved me, but it's the kind of love where they want to burn a cigarette in my wrist
and make my back bleed and then hug me and pet my hair for an hour afterward. not sure what the
correlation is and i'm not entirely opposed to it because that does something for me emotionally anyway but
yeah

1663559017477382~2.jpg, 9KiB, 180x201

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:14:07 No.27756450

>>27756205

>Cis women also fuck dogs
Don't analyze it too much. Just accept it and move on.

u9hp2dwh6cd31.png, 2MiB, 2048x2004

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:14:15 No.27756451
Quoted By: >>27756469 >>27756772 >>27760678

the otherworldly look like some kind of weird magical fairy.
also you're all so desperate which is cute and i get my pick of
the litter

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:15:41 No.27756458

>>27756416
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I like it over all as I kind of hate myself and I like being punished for it, but I absolutely find something about
their behavior towards me to be off. Like they view me as pathetic and they like to see how far they can push
me before I break a little and then they mend me back together with love. And of course, the fact that I really
like that is also weird lol which is why it works pretty well I guess. I'm sure if I look into it too much I'll be pretty
hurt by the truth. It's sort of how I felt with why men liked me, the more I looked into it, the more I was hurt by
it. It's much easier to be like, "Well, she/he seems to like me, let's just stop there and enjoy it."

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:18:00 No.27756469
Quoted By: >>27756495

>>27756451
>also you're all so desperate which is cute and i get my pick of the litter
cis men are famously desperate too in their own ways, why not go for them? is it just the trauma inherent to
trans women?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:19:21 No.27756479
Quoted By: >>27756520 >>27756772

>>27756205

im cisles im kind of a failure at life but i have a good job, i would be with a trans girl because im attracted to
the way they try so hard

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:21:24 No.27756495

>>27756469
men are disgusting, have you met one? i date cis women too out of convenience but they don't flip the same
switch for me

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:22:52 No.27756507
Quoted By: >>27756772 >>27760678

>>27756205

They're very unique. The way they look, choose to dress, how they like things, what they like, it all stands out
to me in a very charming way.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:24:21 No.27756520
Quoted By: >>27756599 >>27756689 >>27761661

>>27756479
in what way do trannies try hard lol? most of them just take estrogen and are barely able to function

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:33:01 No.27756599

>>27756520
I know I get like obsessed for dom partners, so I try pretty hard to make them happy
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Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:42:09 No.27756689
Quoted By: >>27756721

>>27756520
They try hard for other people just not themselves. My ex was lazy and sad in regards to things about herself,
but she'd move mountains for me. I remember one time I dropped something and screamed and then all the
sudden I heard rapid foot steps and thud of her jumping down the last of the stairs to make sure I was okay.
When I came back up I saw that she was playing an online game with her headset on the floor. She threw off
the headset and left mid-match to rush to check on me. It was very cute. If I ever wanted something or needed
something she'd always remember and get them for me. Every time she went to the store she'd get me some
random snack that I liked.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:45:01 No.27756721
Quoted By: >>27756757

>>27756689
that's very cute anon. whyd you break up?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:48:06 No.27756757
Quoted By: >>27756766 >>27761593

>>27756721
She's an angry and insecure person. Never wanted to fix her issues and instead always looked for the easy
way out. She wanted attention from a lot more people than me and she went behind my back to get it. After
getting caught, she broke things off with me to go get that attention. Later she realized that she made a
mistake and said she regretted breaking up and tried to get back together, but the damage was done. I'm not
the type of person that gets thrown away and is okay with being picked up again.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:49:01 No.27756766
Quoted By: >>27756886

>>27756757
ah, im sorry. sounds like she had a lot of issues

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 02:49:36 No.27756772
Quoted By: >>27756886 >>27757105

>>27756479
>>27756507
>>27756451

This kind of makes me like myself more actually

it's so easy to see myself being anything short of a perfectly cis looking and acting women as bad and invalid
but this sorta makes me feel like my own personal way of living this life isnt so bad and is actually likable to
others

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:00:01 No.27756886

>>27756766
Thank you. She did and she does. There's a lot about her that's wonderful and I hope someday she can
overcome the self-sabotaging parts of her.
>>27756772
I'm positive it's likeable to others, and you're not any less valid just because you do things your way. It's a hard
pill to swallow that the things you might be insecure about could be things other people enjoy about you.
>this sorta makes me feel like my own personal way of living this life isnt so bad and is actually likable to
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others
I think this is how you should view it absolutely and I'm happy you said it yourself. It's cliche, but this is why
people say to be yourself. There are always things we can work on to improve ourselves, but the core of us is
what people fall for.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:05:21 No.27756947
Quoted By: >>27760678

>>27756205

my friend is a cis lesbian who is dating a trans girl. in adolescence, she was called a dyke more often than her
own name and bullied for not dressing femininely. according to her, she appreciates that her gf sympathizes
with the struggles of having to fulfill an aesthetic expectation in order to be taken seriously, or even treated as
human. they're a really sweet couple. clearly love each other. she also likes that her gf writes poetry. dunno
about their sex life, though.

w !!ThMbvn8ZPkf Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:08:23 No.27756979
Quoted By: >>27757013

>>27756379
yeah i've kinda found this to be the case too desu
cis women who're into me usually are pretty sadistic, even pre transition lots of the girls who were into me
liked hurting me and making me cry
dunno what causes this

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:11:08 No.27757013 

Quoted By: >>27757040 >>27757058 >>27757229 >>27757446

>>27756979
>dunnk what causes this

Females are sociopathic that's why. They're just allowed to get away with it because they are women and
women can get away with anything because society thinks they are incapable of doing any harm.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:12:57 No.27757040 

Quoted By: >>27757128

>>27757013
kill yourself, incel

(and before you call me whatever retarded insult: I'm a cishet male)

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:14:15 No.27757058 

>>27757013
lol, no, that's not right.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:17:54 No.27757105

>>27756772
>This kind of makes me like myself more actually
>it's so easy to see myself being anything short of a perfectly cis looking and acting women as bad and invalid
but this sorta makes me feel like my own personal way of living this life isnt so bad and is actually likable to
others
I know it can understandably and justifiably be very hard for many tranners to accept this, but it is something
worth considering. I'm a chaser (of cis girls, mtfs, and ftms) and mtfs often have that unique elven form of
beauty everyone always brings up. Also, for ones who don't have genital dysphoria, many non-gay men are
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interested in the combination of feminine face + feminine body + penis

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:20:37 No.27757128 

Quoted By: >>27757144 >>27757187 >>27757228

>>27757040
Creepy male feminist spotted who thinks simping for foids will get them pussy. All male feminists are doing it
because they subconsciously hope being pro-women will make women attracted to you. Your probably a
danger to women which is typical for male feminists. A man pretending that he is "one of the good men" is just
a wolf in sheep's clothing. Male feminist types are usually just left-wing incels whom wind up being sexual
predatory towards women because they subconsciously despise them. You should stay far away from women,
you are a pitbull disgusing itself as a golden retriever.

1e752b97217bfc1f.jpg, 27KiB, 456x405

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:22:25 No.27757144 

Quoted By: >>27757241

>>27757128
consider therapy

Cis >:V !!yLmRyXUFLke Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:25:04 No.27757187 

Quoted By: >>27757273

>>27757128
delusional

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:28:35 No.27757228 

Quoted By: >>27757273

>>27757128
I'm not a feminist or a simp. disagreeing with deranged statements like

>Females are sociopathic that's why. They're just allowed to get away with it because they are women and
women can get away with anything because society thinks they are incapable of doing any harm.

is being a hinged human being, not a male feminist. reminds me of the /pol/ nutjobs who say things like "if you
oppose racism you are anti-white and a traitor"

w !!ThMbvn8ZPkf Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:28:41 No.27757229 

>>27757013
u sound like an incel, or maybe ur misunderstanding me
i like the sadism

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:29:40 No.27757239

So basically we have our own special appeal and we love being mistreated and loved after.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:29:49 No.27757241 

Quoted By: >>27757316

>>27757144
Nice onions response. Male feminists are predators disgusing themselves as prey. Feminists themselves will
agree with me. The only reason why a heterosexual male would call himself a feminist is because he thinks
simping for women will get him pussy. A man who is attractive to women doesn't call himself a feminist. Only
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extremely low-value male basedjacks like yourself do.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:32:49 No.27757273 

Quoted By: >>27757355

>>27757187
Delusional to think male feminists are sexual predators? Male feminists get outed as being sexual predators
all of the time, it's extremely common.

>>27757228
Yea we will see a mugshot of you being a rapist one day buddy.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:33:47 No.27757284 

Quoted By: >>27757326

stop derailing the thread and say more nice things about trans women

52ADBCBA-762D-4BFC-8FCA-402D4CD0 (...).jpg, 840KiB, 1543x1096

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:35:40 No.27757308
Quoted By: >>27757432 >>27757635 >>27762168 >>27764975 >>27766925

>>27756379
Guilty.
>>27756205

I met my gf online over a decade ago and became close friends with her. Started dating after she began hrt.
I've always loved how passionate she is about her special interests.

Started befriending trans women to try understanding being trans without having to bug my gf so much about
it. I like learning unconventional hobbies from them. Love their brutal honesty, even when it comes across as
mean - especially if they melt when I degrade them. I also like how they can relate to being a minority within a
minority, since I often feel like I don't quite belong in predominantly white lgbt spaces as a Latina woman.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:36:16 No.27757316 

Quoted By: >>27757414 >>27757451

>>27757241
im a cis woman...
you need therapy
the cis guy isnt being creepy at all...

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:36:48 No.27757326 

>>27757284
This please. We're hoping we have something to offer cis girls.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:37:02 No.27757331
Quoted By: >>27757823 >>27757858 >>27757891 >>27758048 >>27760678

>>27756205

they don’t want to talk about it because they see you as a man but without all the shit that makes dating actual
men so miserable (this may not be true im just projecting)

Cis >:V !!yLmRyXUFLke Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:39:00 No.27757355 

Quoted By: >>27757387 >>27757451

>>27757273
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Bro, everybody wants to eat pussy, so fuck if you think the method of getting pussy is bad, yours must be
even worse. Solidarity with women's problems is quite a step towards being graced with the flower, with the
nectar of the gods! You will simply never get a gf like that and I say this for your own good, you don't have to
be empathetic, but opportunistic. And look, I'm a cis lesbian, heh.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:41:46 No.27757387 

Quoted By: >>27757429

>>27757355
>being graced with the flower, with the nectar of the gods
please stop being gross

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:44:30 No.27757414 

Quoted By: >>27757487

>>27757316
I’m an actual cis woman and this is a very real concern. Males pretend to be feminist to gain easier access to
women. It’s the same reason some cis women are afraid of males pretending to be trans to gain access to
women, because straight cis males will do literally anything to gain access to victims.

Cis >:V !!yLmRyXUFLke Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:45:31 No.27757429 

>>27757387
We can't give Jessica fancy names, ksksk

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:45:51 No.27757432
Quoted By: >>27757619

>>27757308
>Guilty
lol, cute. I guess we're just really bullyable. I like that. I like how you feel towards us too. Thank you for
sharing.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:46:34 No.27757446 

Quoted By: >>27757492

>>27757013
They hate you because you tell the truth.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:47:07 No.27757451 

Quoted By: >>27757479

>>27757316
Male feminist = creep

Every single time
>>27757355

You've fallen into the trap of predators then. You fell for their disguise.

Cis >:V !!yLmRyXUFLke Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:49:49 No.27757479 

>>27757451
Don't fall, I do the same thing, I'm just a feminist to have access to marxist, liberal, anarchist and integralist
pussy for conservative lesbian pussy, lol, you have to have versatility. Learn from your friend, don't despise
him.
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Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:50:31 No.27757487 

Quoted By: >>27757541 >>27757575

>>27757414
i dont know a single cis woman who talks like you. "males". youre definitely the same incel.
yes ofc there are creepy guys who act feminist but just want sex. but its over the internet and the thing hes
calling out is "all women are psychopaths"
thats not being a feminist thats just being a person who has interacted with a woman besides his mom..

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:50:59 No.27757492 

Quoted By: >>27757500 >>27757501 >>27757520 >>27757546

>>27757446
Exactly brocel. They can't help but seethe when I tell the truth that all foids are evil unempathetic sociopaths.
They can get away with it though because they have inherent value due to being nature. Nature always wins.

A woman can molest 50, 10 year old boys and she will have millions of people defend her. A man could never
get away with such an act but a woman easily can

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:51:44 No.27757500 

Quoted By: >>27757559

>>27757492
youre too far gone for help

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:51:44 No.27757501 

Quoted By: >>27757509 >>27757559

>>27757492
You ruined this thread anon. You're a jerk.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:52:49 No.27757509 

Quoted By: >>27757527

>>27757501
This thread was about what cis women think of trans women. It was ruined from the conception of it.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:53:58 No.27757520 

Quoted By: >>27757683

>>27757492
>A woman can molest 50, 10 year old boys and she will have millions of people defend her.
Literally me and my female abuser. Thank you for understanding what trans women have to go through.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:54:32 No.27757527 

Quoted By: >>27757559 >>27757652 >>27757750

>>27757509
No it wasn't. It was nice. We all came here as hopefuel. We were looking for a reason to get excited and you
had to come in here and derail it just because you woke up and decided to be an asshole.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:56:02 No.27757541 

>>27757487
> dont know a single cis woman who talks like you. "males". youre definitely the same incel
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Nope we are different people.

>thats not being a feminist thats just being a person who has interacted with a woman besides his mom
Being a cis heterosexual male infilitrating lgbt forums needing to stick up against misogyny is definitley not
something a man who gets pussy does. Clearly he has to be a leftist male feminist type if he's using this
board. No heterosexual cis man who is using this board is in any way normal. He is 100% a predator, this is
undeniable

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:56:25 No.27757546 

Quoted By: >>27757571 >>27757678

>>27757492
> males: rape, murder and assault other males, women and children at an alarming rate

Yeah, males are totally the empathetic sex lmao

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:57:27 No.27757559 

>>27757500
>>27757501
Go end your lives I don't care

>>27757527
Not me retard

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:58:37 No.27757571 

Quoted By: >>27757609 >>27757737

>>27757546
Better than women who are literally evil. You just don't understand

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 03:59:00 No.27757575 

Quoted By: >>27757594

>>27757487
I believe it, I can’t imagine you know very many cis women in the first place.

Predatory males will do anything to gain access to women they want to hurt. Cis women know this from first-
hand experience. It happens all. The. Fucking. Time.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:00:20 No.27757594 

Quoted By: >>27757626

>>27757575
this seems like a lot of projection
i wouldnt want to be in the same room as you you seem really creepy

Cis >:V !!yLmRyXUFLke Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:01:26 No.27757609 

>>27757571
Womi are ivil, yu dust undust

2394DB0D-D48E-49C1-897D-EAFCE34C (...).png, 407KiB, 470x414

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:02:00 No.27757619
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Quoted By: >>27757665

>>27757432
I'm sorry this thread got derailed by that troll. I was starting to regret sharing when I saw
the hostility, but I'm happy you read and liked my reply! :)

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:02:26 No.27757626 

>>27757594
Anon is emotionally hurt because what they are being told emotionally resonates with them and now they are
getting angry in response.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:03:18 No.27757635

>>27757308
this image is what i need

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:04:34 No.27757652 

Quoted By: >>27757670 >>27757698

>>27757527
>We all came here as hopefuel
Wanting cis women to validate you as a tranny is like wanting to fly when you jump off of a roof. Sometimes
dreams just need to be shot down because they're going to hurt you whether you like it or not. I'm not going to
stop you from jumping and breaking your neck, hut don't say nobody warned you.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:06:01 No.27757665

>>27757619
Thank you your post was the only one that left me feeling nice. I hope you have a nice night and with that I'm
out of here.

8a6188be308421e6.jpg, 13KiB, 250x324

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:06:09 No.27757670 

Quoted By: >>27757702

>>27757652
im sure you really know what youre talking about when it comes to getting
validation from women

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:06:28 No.27757678 

Quoted By: >>27757710

>>27757546
The stats for female rape and assault is equal to male, it's just not counted. If you can accept that racism
exists in policing and is the reason for the 13/50 statistic, this works on the same principle.
But this is 4chan so you're probably some neo Nazi goon anyway.
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Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:06:51 No.27757683 

>>27757520
Uh… males blatantly rape little kids and are defended all of the time lol

Actually not lol. It’s very sad and depressing.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:07:53 No.27757698 

Quoted By: >>27757721 >>27757722 >>27757769

>>27757652
Yes all of the trans women angry at me don't realize that cis women would have infilitrated this thread trying to
make trans women feel as shitty as they possibly can. They would have tried to emotionally abuse and
manipulate them because that is what women do. This would not have been a cute thread with a bunch of cis
women talking about how great and amazing trans women are.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:08:04 No.27757702 

Quoted By: >>27757722

>>27757670
I'm a cis woman so I don't need validation.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:08:53 No.27757710 

Quoted By: >>27757747 >>27757754

>>27757678
So where are all these uncaught female predators? There would have to be millions of women somehow
raping kids and getting away with it for that to be true. Are you saying women are so superiorly intelligent to
men that they routinely get away with rape and assault despite the presence of cameras everywhere? Dang,
women must be fucking geniuses.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:09:33 No.27757721 

>>27757698
Exactly. These helpless babytrans don't understand how viciously women think of them when they're given
anonymity to speak their thoughts freely.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:09:41 No.27757722 

>>27757698
who hurt you?
>>27757702
sure whatever

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:10:58 No.27757737 

>>27757571
Women are evil for pointing out how much males rape, assault and kill other males, women and children?
That’s an interesting take anon.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:12:01 No.27757746
Quoted By: >>27757767

Do any of you girls like heavier trans girls or is that more a guy thing to like that?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:12:03 No.27757747 

Quoted By: >>27757785
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>>27757710
>So where are all these uncaught female predators
The same places all the white drug dealers and gang members are. They're in between the cracks of what is
legal and what is acceptable, where women can do anything.
>child predators are so great and super genius level, wow so inspirational
Oh god, you're actually a "Ghislaine maxwell is a girlboss" type nutcase, lmao

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:12:09 No.27757750 

>>27757527
Cis women don’t need anyone to validate them to know they’re women don’t fall for that trap your womanhood
never relies on anyone else’s validation

746fb741de389f0f(1).jpg, 69KiB, 500x500

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:12:17 No.27757751 

Quoted By: >>27757755

Just going to leave this here

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:12:53 No.27757754 

>>27757710
No it's just because people don't take female sexual assault against men seriously. There are countless
examples female high school teachers having sex with their male students and people will defend them. It's
socially acceptable for women to rape men but it's not socially acceptable for women to rape men. Even if the
women are raping children people will still defend them.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:13:06 No.27757755 

Quoted By: >>27757775

>>27757751
nice 13/50 argument

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:15:00 No.27757767
Quoted By: >>27757787

>>27757746
YES. My gf was fat pre transition, but once she started hrt, her ass got THICC and delicious. I'm really into
bigger, curvy women, especially when I'm fit.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:15:06 No.27757769 

Quoted By: >>27757779

>>27757698
Are you confusing women with men? Cis men are the majority of the ones who accept trans women. Cis men
are the abusive and manipulative ones. They’re the ones murdering trans women for the crime of being
attractive to them. They’re the ones making movies like “What Is A Woman.”
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Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:16:07 No.27757775 

Quoted By: >>27757788

>>27757755
“I have no rebuttal so I’ll just blame black people.” Typical white male bullshit.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:17:06 No.27757779 

>>27757769
They do that because cis women tell them to, or else they take the kids, the house, the dog, the car, the child
support payments, and slander them as gay, which they also make sure every other man knows is the worst
thing to be ever, if they don't play along. It's a womans world out there.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:17:49 No.27757785 

>>27757747

> women are just as evil as males and my proof is I said so

Why are you so desperate to deny males comprise the vast majority of rapists, assailants and murderers?
Methinks the lad doth protest too much.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:17:58 No.27757787

>>27757767
Really?! Oh that's great to hear. I've been on hormones for 13 years but I gained weight in the last few and I
was feeling insecure.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:18:06 No.27757788 

>>27757775
You're the one posting the "despite being only 13% of the population" image, unironic nazi

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:21:13 No.27757809 

Quoted By: >>27757829

why is everyone whining about straight cis men and trans women in a thread about cis x trans lesbians

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:23:34 No.27757823

>>27757331
I don’t see trans women as men. I don’t most cis women don’t see trans women as men.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:24:25 No.27757829 

>>27757809
Because cis women universally think trans women are straight cis men in disguise, which gets the pick me
trans women desperate to defend themselves by accusing those women of being straight cis male larpers.
The entire debate hinges on who has to be the cis straight male in the narrative, because being one is
universally hated.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:26:53 No.27757858
Quoted By: >>27760678

>>27757331
I definitely felt that that was the case with one of them which kind of sucked but at the same time it was really
comfortable
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Like as a trans woman who has zero interest in men but doesnt strictly want to date lesbian stereotype women

Dating a cis woman who just saw me as a femboy that understands female struggle and isnt stupid like a man
wasn't that bad honestly and I could live with it.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:30:49 No.27757891 

>>27757331
this, cis moids are awful and trans moids are still kinda awful, but I need femboy dick so you're the best I can
settle for

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:51:05 No.27758048
Quoted By: >>27758068 >>27760678

>>27757331
A large chunk of cis women see trans women as women adjacent. Not the same as cis women, but certainly
not the same as cis men. Cis women who are attracted to trans women absolutely do not see them as men.
Stop trying to push lies to make everyone feel bad.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 04:54:30 No.27758068
Quoted By: >>27758197 >>27761365

>>27758048
That’s a good way to explain it. Not men, but lacking the experiences that cis women go through that help
define womanhood.

Most cis men, on the other hand, see and treat trans women as men.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 05:13:19 No.27758197

>>27758068
Right, there's clearly a lot of differences they go through in terms of upbringing and social experiences. But
trans women are still women, just their own flavor of woman and they are loveable because of that.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 05:47:02 No.27758474

>>27756205

They like the rhythm of our tism.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 05:51:27 No.27758502
Quoted By: >>27758713

if i think a girl is hot and she seems cool something like her agab isnt gonna stop me from crushing on her

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 06:22:34 No.27758713

>>27758502
Cute! I like that mentality.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 12:05:12 No.27760678
Quoted By: >>27760865 >>27761773 >>27762018

>>27756507
>>27756451
>>27756379
>>27756947
>>27757331
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>>27757858
>>27758048

It's literally over, majority of cisoids see us as weak, mildly feminine autistic men.

The only reason cis women would pursue
us is because they see us as twinky, non-threatening bfs that'll annoy them less, which is why most of them
are sadists & will only ever see us as outlets for their depraved power fantasies.

If they actually saw mtfs as women they'd never subject their gf to such abuse, which is the ultimate proof that
mtfs will never be women to them.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 12:15:21 No.27760733
Quoted By: >>27761427 >>27761763

>>27756205

there are two types in my experience

i know a few certified lesbian cis women that have dated trans women, either in spite of them being trans or it
just wasn’t a big deal to them.

i’ve also known a looot of “bisexual” cis women that date trans women. it makes sense. they like dick. they like
appearing woke and cool and gay but don’t want to eat pussy. they see men as threatening but trannies as
castrated and harmless

if i were gynophilic i’d probably avoid dating any woman that hasn’t also previously dated cis women

1604361587759.png, 5KiB, 269x335

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 12:40:02 No.27760865
Quoted By: >>27760912

>>27760678
That's kinda hot, not gonna lie.
t. MtF

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 12:47:28 No.27760912

>>27760865
the fact you think it is just shows you have no respect & are desperate for female attention/sex at your own
expense i.e. extremely male

S01E11.png, 144KiB, 512x384

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 12:51:20 No.27760944

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 13:55:17 No.27761365

>>27758068
idk if men are that complicated, they see signifiers of womanhood and they get a boner, half of the time.
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Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:04:21 No.27761427

>>27760733
This. the bi girls who haven’t dated girls before are also the worst in bed.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:16:58 No.27761539

>>27756379
>>27756416
maybe this is why i've in reality been with mostly cis girls despite feeling in my head like i like trans girls more

i need a genuine sadist as my partner or i'll never be happy

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:23:48 No.27761593
Quoted By: >>27761974

>>27756757
>After getting caught, she broke things off with me to go get that attention. Later she realized that she made a
mistake and said she regretted breaking up and tried to get back together, but the damage was done.
thanks for saying this, i'm at a similar crossroads with my gf so instead of feeling like i should break up with
her to spare her my tgirl misery spirals i'll just try to be better for her

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:31:57 No.27761661

>>27756520
that’s not rlly true at all! most trans ppl i know are very good at taking care of themselves, cleaning the house
etc and pushing themselves to do things

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:34:52 No.27761679
Quoted By: >>27761763 >>27762077

>>27756416
what the fuck
suddenly I feel less bad about just liking trans women because of my broken bird complex

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:45:34 No.27761763
Quoted By: >>27761773 >>27761779

>>27761679

Anon, that doesn't change anything, it just means you're still like this but less sadistic >>27760733

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:46:41 No.27761773

>>27761763
wrong post, was meant to be this >>27760678

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:47:44 No.27761779
Quoted By: >>27761814

>>27761763
I have literally sub-zero interest in making a girl bleed or burning her with cigarette butts and then petting her
afterwards while she cries, that's some jeffrey dahmer shit, we are not the same

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:51:18 No.27761814
Quoted By: >>27761831 >>27761837 >>27761861

>>27761779
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either way you're just a straight/bihet looking for a non-threatening bf. you don't view mtfs as women so either
way any relationship with a tranny will end in you harming her in some way

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:53:29 No.27761831
Quoted By: >>27761837 >>27761893

>>27761814
t. cis male chaser or terminally brainwormed tranny who has internalized harmful rhetoric about herself

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:54:27 No.27761837
Quoted By: >>27761893

>>27761831
yep
>>27761814
nope

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:57:01 No.27761861

>>27761814
I'm an autistic straight male looking for an autistic socially retarded nerd gf who wants a male to complete her
and make her feel whole, I have no interest in men whatsoever

you may be right about me ending up harming her in some way but it will not be because I want to burn her
with cigarettes, more likely I'm just going to fail to live up to her need for a combination father figure, best
friend, lover, and personal embodiment of cishet validation

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 14:59:40 No.27761893
Quoted By: >>27762404

>>27761831
>>27761837

This is just how cis people view trans women, any cisoid that actively seeks out trans women is a chaser &
naturally will always treat trans women this way, cis women aren't somehow immune to this so there's no
denying it

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 15:08:01 No.27761974
Quoted By: >>27762644

>>27761593
Good girl. That's what you should do. Get better for her and for you.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 15:12:38 No.27762018
Quoted By: >>27762055

>>27760678
Hot, but that's also not fully true. We are still women to them, but we're a special type of woman.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 15:16:40 No.27762055
Quoted By: >>27762517

>>27762018
sooo, a man?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 15:19:48 No.27762077
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>>27761679
i think the broken bird complex is why women like that are into us too

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 15:30:16 No.27762168

>>27757308
hi lago

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 15:59:46 No.27762404
Quoted By: >>27762555

>>27761893
>This is just how cis people view trans women
In my experience, no it isn't. This is how terminally online trans women who constantly immerse themselves in
the most hostile environments imaginable (this place included) as digital self harm view themselves.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 16:12:15 No.27762517
Quoted By: >>27762555 >>27766858

>>27762055
No, not a man. They would date men if they wanted men. They like us because we're different from men.
We're a different kind of woman, but we're still women!

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 16:15:58 No.27762555
Quoted By: >>27762595 >>27762617 >>27762677

>>27762517
>>27762404

anon if they're seeking trans women out specifically for masculine traits then they absolutely do not see us as
women, just a twinkier, less threatening type of guy.

Look at their actions, not what that say directly

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 16:20:26 No.27762595

>>27762555
"masculine traits" is a pretty nebulous term desu senpai, it's kind of silly to jump to conclusions. What if they
also seek out cis women with "masculine" traits?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 16:23:26 No.27762617
Quoted By: >>27762877

>>27762555
The mental gymnastics you're doing are just showcasing that YOU see yourself as a man. You are not a man,
you're a woman. I am looking at both their words and their actions and what it says to me is that they like how
we look and they like to bully us and love us afterwards. Cis women like us because we were raised different
from them and we have unique physical traits. We have our own brand of womanhood and they find it
appealing. We relate to them, but we also offer a slightly different way of doing things and approaching things.
And they like that we sort of create a power vacuum in relationships that they like to fill.

1662347839991686.jpg, 231KiB, 1766x1475

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 16:25:34 No.27762644

>>27761974
thanks, i'll do my best
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Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 16:28:27 No.27762677

>>27762555
>Look at their actions, not what that say directly
nobody treats me like a man, and i'm not even a passoid

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 16:46:54 No.27762877
Quoted By: >>27762904 >>27762946 >>27764755 >>27764980

>>27762617
Anon, if they're looking for masculinity in women, they'd stick to cis women.

Once they start looking at trans women for traits that cis women don't have, they're just looking for aspects of
maleness, i.e. they see us as men

They're just straight/bi women who see trans women as a less threatening & more submissive type of man.

Hell, they might even do the higher maintenance stuff to keep the relationship/ keep you desperate for
validation but that doesn't change the fact that in their mind they'll always categorise you with groups of men
rather than women. Regardless of how much they lie to you & pretend they believe we're women none of it is
true

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 16:49:28 No.27762904
Quoted By: >>27763016

>>27762877
Gold medal mental gymnastics anon. I don't know what to say at this point other than enjoy sitting there
miserable and alone while the rest of us find girls who love us and see us as women.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 16:52:32 No.27762946
Quoted By: >>27763016

>>27762877
you're literally pathetic

people meet each other and like each other and decide to keep dating. none of this ridiculous shit that you're
talking about goes on in most peoples' heads.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 17:01:27 No.27763016

>>27762904
>>27762946

Anon, the majority of gendering that goes on in people's heads is subconscious, they might say they see you
as a woman, they might even think that's how they see you.

But the simple fact is that they will never treat us as though we're actually women to them, which is why
everytime they say "oh, I just like trans women because [insert male trait] [insert male trait]" it's just more
obvious lol.
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You pretend you don't see it because you're so desperate for validation that you'd rather fuck a chaser than go
without it, sad.

1653442540897.gif, 744KiB, 640x342

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 18:06:18 No.27763639
Quoted By: >>27763762 >>27763884

>>27756205

Replies in this thread have ensured I'll never, ever date a cis woman.
Good thing I'm bisexual ig

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 18:19:54 No.27763762
Quoted By: >>27763780 >>27763884

>>27763639
Good job anon, please don't be anything like these freaks. Desperation for sex and female attention is a male
trait anyways & any cis woman would see you as even more of a hulking, fetishist straight man than other
transbians because of it.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 18:21:59 No.27763780
Quoted By: >>27763884 >>27763889

>>27763762
Yeah from what I've seen cis women into trannies seem to be extremely abusive. I don't want to be physically
abused or degraded. Was talking to this girl earlier but at this point I've just blocked her on all platforms. Fuck
that shit.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 18:36:05 No.27763884
Quoted By: >>27764054

>>27763780
>>27763762
>>27763639
Deranged.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 18:36:23 No.27763889
Quoted By: >>27763952

>>27763780
Good, honestly it's so relieving so trannies that have a crumb of self respect, especially here.

Don't listen to the scaremongering, keep it up & don't settle for abusers that'll manipulate you.

You WILL find a great that genuinely loves you, trust me cause once I realized they're attracted to that type of
desperation & vulnerability, it worked for me & I found a great partner and we love eachother so much

There are plenty of ftms, mtfs & even cis men that'll love you for real, though I obviously prefer other trans
people. Good luck.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 18:42:55 No.27763952
Quoted By: >>27764007

>>27763889
So that's what this has been all about. "No don't date cis women they are EVIL, date me I'll love you for real."
Gross behavior anon.
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Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 18:48:44 No.27764007
Quoted By: >>27764085

>>27763952
Anon, I have a bf lol. She's free to date anyone of any demographic that she likes for whatever reason.

The simple truth is I'm telling everyone here the reality of how cisf X transf relationships work out so they can
make an informed decision.

If you're scared of knowing that info because of what it says about the decisions you've made, that's entirely
on you lol.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 18:52:38 No.27764054

>>27763884
I can't speak for the other person but not wanting to be abused is deranged? Most cis women that posted here
said they want to to weird ted bundy shit to their trans partners.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 18:56:26 No.27764085
Quoted By: >>27764132 >>27764193

>>27764007
Uh huh. You having a boyfriend and pushing the idea that boys see you as a real girl and saying women only
see you as a man is so toxic. You're so manipulative and a genuinely shitty person. Looking out for others my
ass

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:02:27 No.27764132

>>27764085
>You having a boyfriend and pushing the idea that boys see you as a real girl and saying women only see you
as a man is so toxic.
She didn't say that. I think you're just a chaser upset people don't want to be abused.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:09:47 No.27764193
Quoted By: >>27764325

>>27764085
Anon, I'm in a relationship with a trans guy, obviously he's going to be more understanding & better than a cis
dude.

I was talking about cis women because the thread is about cisf chasers. I can say the same thing about cism
chasers if you'd like.

The sad thing is the cis dude that's decent exists but is very rare & hard to find if you don't have standards but
ime & the experiences of so many trans girls, a majority of cis women don't see mtfs as one of them or worthy
of respect at all.

This is even more intensified with cisf chasers because they'll somehow understand the concept of equal non
exploitative relationships with others but are always the worst of abusers when it comes to trans women. A
trait they share with most cis men

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:15:32 No.27764228 

Quoted By: >>27764255

I wouldn't actually date one of you but I feel attraction because
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1.Dominance is kind of hot and I will always be more woman than you even when I wear men's clothes

2.I like men who look like elves like Hunter Schafer

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:19:08 No.27764255
Quoted By: >>27764266 >>27764325 >>27764365

>>27764228

Case in point, just avoid them completely

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:20:16 No.27764266

>>27764255

>I wouldn't actually date one of you but I feel attraction because

1.Dominance is kind of hot and I will always be more woman than you even when I wear men's clothes

2.I like men who look like elves like Hunter Schafer

original post I responded to was this btw

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:26:36 No.27764325
Quoted By: >>27764389

>>27764255
>>27764193
>using 4chan femcels/terves as in any way representative of what normal cis women are like irl

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:31:38 No.27764365
Quoted By: >>27764390 >>27764471

>>27764255
Honestly, most MTFs act too masculine to be taken seriously as women by ciswomen who have lived in
female bodies their whole lives.

It's not worth obsessing over which behaviors are feminine and which aren't-- the obsession itself would mark
you as "not a real woman" in some people's eyes. Dating an AFAB enby or a pooner is probably the best
transbians can do.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:34:35 No.27764389
Quoted By: >>27765976

>>27764325
anon, you act like I haven't interacted with cis women for most of my life, these opinions largely reflect their
opinions.

They're just way more watered down & less intense/vitriolic in the general population, but the mentality is still
there. Just do whatever you want with that information now that you have it.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:34:43 No.27764390
Quoted By: >>27764434 >>27764435 >>27764666

>>27764365
>she thinks trans lesbians would be remotely interested in dating a trans man
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just admit that you're the one who doesn't see trans people as their real gender lol

main-qimg-169c7ea3e377c990de3a3c (...).jpg, 90KiB, 602x1033

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:38:25 No.27764434

>>27764390
I don't see transpeople as their real gender. But you can't deny some pooners don't pass at all
and it might fulfill your desire to be with a woman. Picture related, a FTM femboy.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:38:28 No.27764435
Quoted By: >>27764658

>>27764390
Anon, my post was directed to a bisexual trans girl who wasn't interested in dating women, not you, so I said
she would be treated better by ftms than cis men. Transbians can do whatever they like but I hope you can at
least read

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 19:43:12 No.27764471

>>27764365
Anon, treating ftms & NB's like that would make you no better than manipulative chaser cis women, if not
worse. So maybe speak for yourself, weirdo

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:01:09 No.27764658
Quoted By: >>27764666

>>27764435
oh sorry, I thought you were responding to me, yeah I agree

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:02:18 No.27764666

>>27764390
>>27764658
this post was meant for you, god I hate mobile

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:08:52 No.27764755
Quoted By: >>27764838

>>27762877
>Once they start looking at trans women for traits that cis women don't have, they're just looking for aspects of
maleness, i.e. they see us as men
nah see you’re projecting
we have traits different from cis women but that doesn’t mean cis men have those same traits
otherwise they would just date cis men

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:15:23 No.27764838
Quoted By: >>27764882

>>27764755
nah, the traits that cisf chasers look for in mtfs are just cis male traits but less annoying & negative/dangerous

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:19:04 No.27764882
Quoted By: >>27764919

>>27764838
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if you say so
i think ill listen to the cis womens take on how they feel instead of a terminally online brainwormed trannies
opinion though

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:21:45 No.27764919
Quoted By: >>27765231

>>27764882
anon, there is literally no incentive for cisf chasers to tell you the truth about what they think of mtfs, if you
want your partner to lie to you, just say that

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:26:23 No.27764975
Quoted By: >>27765045

The gaslighting from trans girls to each other is insane to me. Acting like cis girls are these sociopathic
masterminds, when really they're just like >>27757308 who are into mildly dominating trans girls they find cute
and appealing.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:27:02 No.27764980

>>27762877
what do I as a cis man need to do to convince these sadistic women that im less threatening and more
submissive?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:32:24 No.27765045
Quoted By: >>27765114 >>27765142 >>27766553

>>27764975
Anon, I'm sorry you're gullible but that woman is literally the definition of an abusive cisf chaser.

She sees trans girls as worthless & freakish, which is why she believes that we're inherently always attainable
& subjects us to so much abuse

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:37:26 No.27765114
Quoted By: >>27765733

>>27765045
you are insane

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:39:36 No.27765142
Quoted By: >>27765733

>>27765045
Keep projecting, assuming and gaslighting anon. I'll keep living in the real world where the percentage of
women you're talking about are low. I'll keep hanging out with nice cis girls who appreciate me.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 20:46:09 No.27765231
Quoted By: >>27765746

>>27764919
no incentive for a blackpiller anon to tell the truth either
i like guys either way though so idc

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 21:24:30 No.27765733

>>27765114
>>27765142
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You can keep being desperate for manipulative chasers anons, do whatever you want, just don't act like you
weren't warned.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 21:25:33 No.27765746

>>27765231
Good for you, I guess

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 21:46:28 No.27765976
Quoted By: >>27765996 >>27766059

>>27764389
Separate from that anon. It’s a mixed bag desu. I have had some very abusive experiences with cis women
before but since I have transitioned it’s gotten a lot better.

If it’s a hookup they’re usually assholes but people i’ve grown to like over more time have turned out a lot
better. I had a girl in college who was really nice. We both had ptsd so there was a mutual understanding
around some things being hard. She was cute and nerdy and would talk about her stem work a lot and I loved
to listen to the passion. Super supportive, loving, and was there for me.

She was ashamed of being a lesbian though so none of that was in public………

Also she fucked me when I was too drunk to remember most of it, so that was weird? but i think i was asking
for it. i think she just made a mistake tho.

… idk may be cis women are abusive?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 21:47:54 No.27765996
Quoted By: >>27766142

>>27765976
>She was ashamed of being a lesbian though so none of that was in public
it wasnt cause she was a lesbian anon lol

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 21:53:16 No.27766059
Quoted By: >>27766111 >>27766142

>>27765976
>Literally raped you
>Idk maybe cis women are abusive

Anon...

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 21:57:13 No.27766111
Quoted By: >>27766182

>>27766059
men and trannies can't get raped lol
trannies are lucky to get laid at all and should always be grateful

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 21:59:14 No.27766142
Quoted By: >>27766218

>>27765996
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no it actually was, most people knew but her sister didn’t know she was gay and her sister was at the same
school.

>>27766059
Honestly idk how to feel about it. It didn’t seem like she knew how drunk I was and it didn’t seem intentional
and I was asking her too, and when I got upset about it she had a really sincere apology and even though i’m
far (we had to break up because I moved) she always checks up on me.

way less worse than what other people
have done to me!

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:02:09 No.27766182

>>27766111
Kill yourself before you spread any more STD's

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:05:16 No.27766218
Quoted By: >>27766355

>>27766142
Anon just because you think she was nice doesn't mean she didn't rape you, talk to a therapist for god sake

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:16:56 No.27766355
Quoted By: >>27766456

>>27766218
I have 2! It was an accident.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:25:44 No.27766456
Quoted By: >>27766564

>>27766355
Yeah, "accidents" aren't normal & should never be excused

FE8F9D43-F135-4A11-81E0-A25AB6B2 (...).jpg, 63KiB, 1080x1080

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:34:03 No.27766553
Quoted By: >>27766728

>>27765045
>that woman is literally the definition of an abusive cisf chaser.
Not a chaser. Also not abusive unless you're one of those schizos that thinks all
consensual kink /bdsm is abuse. lol I wouldn't date or befriend people I thought of as
worthless or freakish, who would? So that's just a stupid take.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:34:39 No.27766564
Quoted By: >>27766640 >>27767122

>>27766456
I know i’m fucked up anon but it genuinely was an accident and it’s not like many other potential romantic
partners treat me well. I’ve been sexually assaulted more times than I can count. The ptsd makes it hard to be
with people. Besides that night, when I was asking for it, she was understanding, and gentle, and stopped
when I was unsure or changed my mind. Most people don’t want to deal with it, and never want to touch me
again. A lot of people just don’t listen. I got drunk myself and I was probably asking for it and she didn’t know I
was blackout and she, unlike the rest of the world, was nice and comforting and hugged me and said sorry
instead of telling me I was a piece of shit.
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But yeah cis women are kinda abusive.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:40:35 No.27766640
Quoted By: >>27766804

>>27766564
>I was asking for it

Let me guess, she told you that? At least you acknowledge that cisf chasers are a problem

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:48:00 No.27766728
Quoted By: >>27766765

>>27766553
literally the only reason you date mtfs is because you view us as easy lol.

let me ask, would you even think of doing the kink stuff you do with trans women to other cis women?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:50:37 No.27766765
Quoted By: >>27766819 >>27766876

>>27766728
I've only ever been romantically involved with my gf, but I've had sex with another cis woman. Yes, I'd tie up
and spank a cis woman too, what a retarded question.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:53:41 No.27766804

>>27766640
I remember wanting it and asking but I don’t actually remember what happened or before or after. It was a
bitch the next morning thinking “oh fuck not again” lol while being super hung over. We talked about it the next
day and she seemed horrified at herself. She had just been assaulted by a guy on campus was less
experienced, and she thought I knew what I was doing. Things were confusing and fucked up and she wasn’t
trying to hurt me.

Part of me feels really stupid for forgiving her but idk. I’m fucked up. Idk why I fuck around with cis women still,
I don’t even like vaginas, but idk how to act straight and im too bottomy for other trans girls to feel affirmed so,
idk.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:54:57 No.27766819
Quoted By: >>27766860

>>27766765
Those two are on a war path desperate to avoid being wrong. It's best to ignore them at this point.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:57:46 No.27766858

>>27762517
wish u were right but the fact no cis woman is chiming in is just evidence that youre wrong. a cis woman
dating a trans woman is just broken bird syndrome, not seeing a proper partner in them.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:57:52 No.27766860

>>27766819
True, was disappointed to see the shitshow still going on, but there's no turning the tides in this thread.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 22:59:08 No.27766876
Quoted By: >>27766925
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>>27766765
then why do you hang around & date trans women? lol, can you just not pull cis women & think trans women
are easy?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:04:55 No.27766925
Quoted By: >>27767022

>>27766876
I answered why in my original reply >>27757308 and I don't only hang out with trans women? I've talked to
other trans women in the past, but I only have one close trans friend. This thread is about trans women, so
that's what I posted about, you illiterate moron.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:13:36 No.27767022
Quoted By: >>27767043

>>27766925
again, why were you dating a trans woman in the first place?

F53A1EFC-7CE9-4B98-ADDC-7F82523D (...).jpg, 61KiB, 748x748

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:15:16 No.27767043
Quoted By: >>27767151 >>27767156 >>27767998

>>27767022
Have you ever heard of falling in love? LMAO

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:21:10 No.27767122
Quoted By: >>27767400

>>27766564
the way that it's so normal among us to think like this about sexual assault and potential romantic partners is
so fucked up. i mean i do it too. i've minimized the transgressions of people who have assaulted me over and
over in my life. its really fucking sad is all.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:23:25 No.27767151

>>27767043
doesn't happen with trannies

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:23:43 No.27767156
Quoted By: >>27767998

>>27767043
they probably don't believe that trans people exist outside of being a chaser specifically seeking them out.
they only view us as a porn category so it's shocking to them when we have real full lives including regular
relationships.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:30:21 No.27767251
Quoted By: >>27767277 >>27767352

Seems like all the cis girls in this thread are sadists. I will NEVER date an even slightly Cluster B woman
again after my abusive experiences with them. So fuck you.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:32:03 No.27767277
Quoted By: >>27767337
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>>27767251
Every single cis woman you dated was mentally ill?

You know what they say about smelling shit everywhere you go.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:36:19 No.27767337
Quoted By: >>27767371

>>27767277
>when you read a sentence but completely fail to understand its words and grammar then come up with a
completely unrelated and false meaning
Learn to read

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:37:17 No.27767352
Quoted By: >>27767399

>>27767251
Sadistic in bed (with consent ofc) =/= emotionally abusive. Totally heckin valid not to be into it, but you don't
need to make light of actual abuse by equating the two. I haven't seen any cluster B traits either. Sounds like
protection, desu, which my therapist told me cluster B people tend to do.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:38:36 No.27767371
Quoted By: >>27767488

>>27767337
> I will NEVER date an even slightly Cluster B woman again after my abusive experiences with them.

I know they say males have shit short-term memory but Jesus anon

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:40:52 No.27767399
Quoted By: >>27767424

>>27767352
>Sadistic in bed (with consent ofc) =/= emotionally abusive.
this. there are actual masochists (i.e., not desperate bitches willing to do anything, but actually into it) too so
please don't equate the sadists out there (thank you for existing) with actually abusive people. in my
experience sadists are some of the least abusive people i've been with.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:41:00 No.27767400
Quoted By: >>27767474

>>27767122
i’m fucking pathetic. i just don’t want to be alone. i have to take things like that so I’m not alone.

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:43:07 No.27767424

>>27767399
Also some sadists, like myself, are also a bit maso too - knowing what you're feeling makes it more fun for me!
I guess I am both abuser and abusee depending on my gf's and my mood. :')

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:46:25 No.27767474
Quoted By: >>27767521

>>27767400
yea, me too sweetheart, me too...
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Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:47:12 No.27767488

>>27767371
I said I have abusive experiences with cluster B women and you somehow read that as "every single cis
woman I dated was mentally ill"

you completely made up a different sentence that I didn't even say lmao.

56aef89252c747783a3469e3094aecd2.jpg, 62KiB, 477x530

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:49:26 No.27767510
Quoted By: >>27767566 >>27767849

So from this thread I've gathered they're into mtfs because of one of the following:
>Penis
>Weak personality/low self esteem bc sadism
>Autism is cute
>Trannies are desperate

As a prideful post-op non-autist with a put together life, that explains why I haven't dated cis women lol...

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:50:07 No.27767521
Quoted By: >>27767548

>>27767474
i’ve literally never asked this before, but discord? we can be alone together

moonlit laine !p79rOP1Y8E Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:53:06 No.27767548
Quoted By: >>27767564 >>27767617

>>27767521
i'm not alone currently (lol) but discord's in the name field if u want

43B541E9-C566-4214-B560-C60EF0AE (...).gif, 4MiB, 180x293

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:53:08 No.27767549
Quoted By: >>27767566

>>27767492
>Weak personality/low self esteem bc sadism
You're clearly not posting in good faith, but lol no, I'm not into weak personalities or low self
esteem just because I'm sadistic. Those things are a huge turn off seeing as I'm a grown ass
woman and expect my partner to be one as well. Besides, naughty brats are far more

entertaining to tame.

Why enter a thread about something you don't like just to bitch and make things up when it doesn't fit your
narrative?

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:54:06 No.27767564

>>27767548
wow i really am dumb huh. its #8860

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:54:08 No.27767566

>>27767549
You deleted the original, this is a reply for you >>27767510

Anonymous Mon 26 Sep 2022 23:57:46 No.27767617
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>>27767548
sent!

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:18:04 No.27767849

>>27767510
the missing piece is why don't they just date betas then?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:24:51 No.27767924
Quoted By: >>27767945

>Thread turns into mtfs defending abusive cisf chasers
>Cisf chasers show up & show just how awful they are

another day on /lgbt/

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:26:42 No.27767945
Quoted By: >>27768009

>>27767924
And are these abusive cis f chasers in the room with us right now?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:28:56 No.27767970

>>27756205

Who is that in the picture? She looks so cute.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:32:23 No.27767998
Quoted By: >>27768065

>>27767156
>>27767043
anon, do you think sadists with mtf abuse kinks just happen to find gf's sitting around? please

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:33:24 No.27768009
Quoted By: >>27768030

>>27767945
they're in the thread with us right now, actually

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:35:36 No.27768030

>>27768009
Where?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:38:19 No.27768060
Quoted By: >>27768092 >>27768094 >>27768377 >>27768408

>>27756205

I like how easy you all are to dominate. It makes it easy to feel superior when you’re so willing to admit how
pathetic you are. Most cis women I’ve dated haven’t been willing to devote themselves to worshiping me but
trans women are eager to, and that’s always a big turn-on for me.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:38:35 No.27768065
Quoted By: >>27768092 >>27768094

>>27767998
No, I found her in a chatroom and played WoW with her for years. Wait, I guess that is sitting around! Why do
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you insist on protecting this weird "mtf abuse" kink. Sounds more like something you're into and ashamed
about.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:40:59 No.27768092
Quoted By: >>27768108

>>27768065
Projecting, not protecting.
>>27768060
A lot of trans girls are into that, but it's never been appealing to me when they actually think of themselves as
inferior.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:41:11 No.27768094
Quoted By: >>27768103 >>27768151

>>27768065
Anon, this thread is literally full of cis women talking about how they like abusing mtfs

>>27768060

case in point

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:42:13 No.27768103
Quoted By: >>27768286

>>27768094
It’s fully of cishet males pretending to be cis women talking about how they like abusing mtfs

Cis women can spot male degeneracy from a mile away.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:42:33 No.27768108
Quoted By: >>27768151

>>27768092
Yeah I think something’s probably fucked with my head. Ah well.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:46:48 No.27768151

>>27768094
I don't really see any mention of abuse, and that post sounds suspiciously like something you'd write to finally
reply to me desu. It still isn't necessarily abusive. Degradation in bed isn't abuse when it's consensual - it's
sexually arousing to a lot of people and often a form of roleplay.
>>27768108
Might be low self esteem on your part. I'm into verbally degrading my partner, but they're not things I actually
believe about her. It'd be sad if I did!

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 00:47:33 No.27768163

there's no reason anyone would date me without an ulterior motive so

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:01:25 No.27768286
Quoted By: >>27768300

>>27768103
anon, I know you've never spoken to women but many of them are transphobic abusers & terrible people, they
definitely aren't above it
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Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:02:58 No.27768300
Quoted By: >>27768330

>>27768286
No shit, that's a cis people problem, not exclusive to cis women. That doesn't mean every cisoid is
transphobic/abusive.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:06:02 No.27768330
Quoted By: >>27768392

>>27768300
Anon, the majority of cis people are transphobes & have harmed trans people. So we understand that cis
people are transphobic & abusive to trans people and that's why cisf chasers exist

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:09:43 No.27768377
Quoted By: >>27768391 >>27768408 >>27768447

>>27768060
This is so hot and I love it. I don't actually think I'm inferior, I quite like myself and generally have high-self
esteem, but being taken down feels sooo good.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:11:31 No.27768391
Quoted By: >>27768442

>>27768377
hahaha same... except the inferiority part
i don't feel like i'm inferior because i'm trans, i feel inferior because i'm me

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:11:31 No.27768392
Quoted By: >>27768423

>>27768330
No one said cis male/female chasers don't exist. But you're stupidly obsessed with insisting all the posters
here are abusive when they aren't.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:13:19 No.27768408
Quoted By: >>27768442 >>27768447 >>27768556

>>27768060
>>27768377
literally saying she sees mtfs as desperate men, lol

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:15:13 No.27768423
Quoted By: >>27768447

>>27768392
Literally every cis person who posted here was a sadist with abuse fantasies, what else can you call them

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:17:14 No.27768442
Quoted By: >>27768499

>>27768408
No, she said that we're different than cis women in one specific way, not that we're like men. You all keep
adding in a step that isn't there. Trans women have a distinct version of womanhood and these girls find it
appealing.
>>27768391
Same, I never feel inferior because I'm trans, I just feel different. I love acting a little smug and full of myself
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and then being made to submit. The girls like making me submit too and it's great fun.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:17:45 No.27768447
Quoted By: >>27768499 >>27768586

>>27768377
That's the best. My friend is a judgmental, conceited bitch whose reactions to being brought down a peg are
delicious, and THAT is why degrading her is fun. I really admire her for being self-sufficient, and she knows
that, but playful teasing is what we both enjoy. We're just wired that way. I was curious about bondage from a
very young age, yeah it's weird, but just a part of me like being les is.
>>27768408
She said she likes the same thing in cis women, they just don't tend to be as submissive as she prefers. Plz
learn how to read before you post another ignorant reply.
>>27768423
Wrong. Again, consensual bdsm isn't abuse.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:22:39 No.27768499
Quoted By: >>27768524 >>27768559

>>27768442
>>27768447

>trans women are more submissive & desperate for sex than cis women

soo... a male trait, that's literally a common trait in men

>beating up your partner & doing serial killer shit to her isn't abuse

anon

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:25:20 No.27768524
Quoted By: >>27768599

>>27768499
I love with you idiots finally show your true colors and begin to misgender trans women for not being into the
same things you want them to be.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:27:51 No.27768556
Quoted By: >>27768599

>>27768408
No? I like trans women in part because they’re women?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:27:53 No.27768559
Quoted By: >>27768599

>>27768499
You keep adding in that extra step and it's really telling that YOU see us as men. You're projecting onto the cis
girls assuming they think the same way and they've said numerous times that they don't think the same way.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:30:36 No.27768586
Quoted By: >>27768605

>>27768447
>We're just wired that way. I was curious about bondage from a very young age, yeah it's weird, but just a part
of me like being les is.
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again thanks for saying this... for those of us who are into it, it really does feel as innate as sexuality itself.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:32:18 No.27768599
Quoted By: >>27768609 >>27768633 >>27768644 >>27768659

>>27768524
>>27768556
>>27768559

Anons, I'm sorry you're this desperate but how is a cis woman, or you for that matter going to say trans
women are sex starved autistic coomers with dommy mommy kinks then pretend that this means they don't
see trans women as men?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:33:13 No.27768605
Quoted By: >>27768618 >>27768659

>>27768586
No I think it might be the porn

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:33:43 No.27768609
Quoted By: >>27768625

>>27768599
>or you for that matter going to say trans women are sex starved autistic coomers with dommy mommy kinks
this doesn't mean anything. there are literally cis women who are sex starved autistic coomers with dommy
mommy kinks, and they aren't even remotely uncommon

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:34:49 No.27768618

>>27768605
i don't and never have watched porn. i read erotica about bdsm and lesbian forcefem bc that's the only thing
remotely good enough to turn me on.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:35:40 No.27768625
Quoted By: >>27768644

>>27768609
and are they in the room with us right now? don't worry, I'll give you time to find them, all 5 of them.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:36:38 No.27768633
Quoted By: >>27768654

>>27768599
You’re projecting a lot onto me and the other person you quoted here. I encourage you to do some
introspection about why you believe those things.

If a cis sapphic were into the things I want to do I’d do it to her. They often aren’t, so trans sapphics are more
common. Both are women, they just tend to like different things and that is okay.

I don’t see identity as tied to how badly you need to be dominated but I can see how some people on this
board could get into those thought patterns.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:37:44 No.27768644
Quoted By: >>27768704

>>27768625
>>27768599
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You're really doing a great job of telling the thread you view trans women as men and you can't possibly
believe that anyone could see them as women.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:39:28 No.27768654
Quoted By: >>27768665 >>27768680

>>27768633
and why is it that you so fervently believe that these traits are so common among trans women?

Can you do some introspection into how you actually treat & view them?

6B754BD4-2F1E-49BE-985F-19A402A0 (...).jpg, 216KiB, 1280x1707

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:40:11 No.27768659
Quoted By: >>27768704

>>27768599
You replied to me and I am a cis woman. Lol And you're still making things up that I and the
other posters didn't say. Also, I'm literally neurodivergent (adhd) too - why the fuck do you
think I post on this shit site and relate to autistic people?? Sex starved coomers are also not
appealing. Where are you pulling this shit from.

>>27768605
I didn't watch porn as a kid when I was particularly curious about tying my friends up while pretending they
were captured princesses. lmao

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:41:28 No.27768665
Quoted By: >>27768704

>>27768654
I mean, I’ve met plenty of trans women who are even more dominant than me, submission is just pretty
common from my experience interacting!

So you know, I’d say, touching grass and not overthinking really helped me in coming to these conclusions.
Try it! <3

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:43:37 No.27768680

>>27768654
They are common among trans women, though. You are more likely to have autism if you are lgbt, and having
autism correlates with gender fuckery to different extents, whether it's being trans or GNC.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:46:15 No.27768704
Quoted By: >>27768731 >>27768790

>>27768659
>>27768665
>>27768644

>chasers literally list a bunch of male traits they think trans women have
>"hey it just looks like you see trans women as men but less threatening*
>"omg that's heckin transphobic, how could you attack our pure cisf chasers, we need their validation!"

Really?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:49:00 No.27768731
Quoted By: >>27768750 >>27768758
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>>27768704
We get it, you think trans women are men. Not everyone is like you.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:50:43 No.27768750
Quoted By: >>27768760

>>27768731
*cis chasers think trans women are men & you're evil for pointing it out

fixed it for you

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:51:31 No.27768758

>>27768731
This. They've ruined what could have been a nice thread by posting over and over that transwomen are men.
They're delusional thinking they're helping when they're just being dicks over and over.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:51:35 No.27768760
Quoted By: >>27768828

>>27768750
No, just you, for insisting they're men for having interests and traits you dislike.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:54:41 No.27768790
Quoted By: >>27768881

>>27768704
Trans women are women, and I like them because I like women. I don’t specifically like trans women, I like
submissive women. And a lot of trans women are submissive. I don’t see how I’m the asshole for saying any
of this other than you working yourself up. It must be exhausting.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 01:58:51 No.27768828

>>27768760
>thread asked why cis f chasers pursue trans women
>cisf chasers respond with comically stereotypical male traits
>"seems like these women view trans women as men"
>"heckin transphobe", *starts chanting "terf out"*

really, you can't be this desperate to overlook the obvious that much? .

The only way they could've been blunter in how they see trans women as men is if they said they liked Adams
apples, browbones & balls, lol

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:04:20 No.27768881
Quoted By: >>27768892 >>27768913 >>27768926 >>27768932

>>27768790
You aren't an asshole. Lesbians (and some bi Sapphics) tend to be into gender nonconformity and androgyny
in women. And a lot of us are gnc/androgynous/masc ourselves. That anon just hates cis x trans women
solidarity. Likely an assblasted moid chaser who hates transbians. Hopefully not a self-hating trans lesbian -
there are a few notorious ones on this board.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:05:54 No.27768892
Quoted By: >>27768926
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>>27768881
>Hopefully not a self-hating trans lesbian - there are a few notorious ones on this board.
my only fear is that they're this, and how immensely sad that is

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:07:50 No.27768913
Quoted By: >>27768932 >>27768955

>>27768881
The solidarity has been so nice this thread too!
>Cis girl: I like this and doing this
>Trans girl: I love that and having that done to me!

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:09:11 No.27768926
Quoted By: >>27768935 >>27768967 >>27768990

>>27768892
>>27768881

>it's so sad that she might not be available to us :(

really charming, lol. You're doing so much work to dispell the chaser accusations.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:10:04 No.27768932

>>27768881
Either possibility is honestly kind of sad. Everyone needs to give the trans ladies more love!
>>27768913
I agree! It’s very cute

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:10:12 No.27768935
Quoted By: >>27768973

>>27768926
LMAO I have a girlfriend. It's called having empathy for a fellow lesbian dealing with internalized homphobia.
Weird ass.

u8c80l9cq8771.jpg, 106KiB, 714x476

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:12:10 No.27768955
Quoted By: >>27768966 >>27768970 >>27768995

>>27768913

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:13:12 No.27768966

>>27768955
kek

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:13:25 No.27768967
Quoted By: >>27769046

>>27768926
i'm also a trans girl, and literally have an afab girlfriend, you literally look like a raving lunatic right now

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:13:46 No.27768970

>>27768955
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Omg, this got me so good, I'm crying.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:14:06 No.27768973
Quoted By: >>27769055

>>27768935
>I'm not a chaser, I just say chaser shit in the chaser thread

really "b-but I'm just empathetic" yeah STFU, you creep. Hope your gf gets self respect & dumps you.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:15:23 No.27768990
Quoted By: >>27769005

>>27768926
I’m taken but I’m flattered

u8c80l9cq8771.jpg, 105KiB, 714x476

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:16:03 No.27768995
Quoted By: >>27769021 >>27769036

>>27768955
omg no i'm too high i misspelled a 4 letter acronym

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:17:11 No.27769005

>>27768990
>chaser doesn't deny being a chaser

well at least we're making progress

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:18:58 No.27769021
Quoted By: >>27769072

>>27768995
Haha high lesbian gaaaang hi five

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:20:35 No.27769036
Quoted By: >>27769076

>>27768995
It's just so perfect! The next time I hook up with my friend and she bends me over the couch, yanks me by the
hair and gets the strap ready, I'll make sure I make a thread here asking that anon for permission before I go
further.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:20:49 No.27769046

>>27768967
>translation: my gf sees me as an easily gettable man

anon...

4678F563-B81C-4EAA-BF08-2D6A2288 (...).jpg, 282KiB, 1170x1462

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:21:36 No.27769055
Quoted By: >>27769084 >>27769089 >>27769113 >>27769131

>>27768973
Aww, you'll be unhappy to know we are engaged and want to start a family someday! Going
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to stay at her place for the holidays for three months and meet her extended family too!
Excited~ We're going to cuddle her new kitten and cat, bake cookies from a cozy rural
bakery, buy and read more used sci fi books from the island shops, and play in the snow
(which I haven't seen since I was a kid). It'll be a very cozy Christmas together.
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Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:23:03 No.27769072

>>27769021

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:23:25 No.27769076
Quoted By: >>27769113

>>27769036
Can’t say I’m surprised you still have to ask someone’s permission to fuck another woman on 4chan but it’s
kind of funny in a sad way

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:24:05 No.27769084
Quoted By: >>27769097

>>27769055
>starting a family like breeder gets

anon, are you even trying to pretend you don't see her as a man?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:24:33 No.27769089
Quoted By: >>27769115

>>27769055
Omg what??? Congrats! That is adorable

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:25:01 No.27769097
Quoted By: >>27769157

>>27769084
You go around asking lesbians who the man in the relationship is, don't you?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:26:01 No.27769113
Quoted By: >>27769141

>>27769055
That sounds amazing! What a nice life it's going to be for you two. I'm so happy for you.
>>27769076
It's the law of the land, the picture told me that's how it has to be.
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>>27769089
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thank you <3
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Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:27:24 No.27769131

>>27769055
im so happy for u guys

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:28:31 No.27769141
Quoted By: >>27769165 >>27769175

>>27769113
You are really sweet! Being with her feels like returning home, no matter where we are. Anon needs that so
they can stop seething at happy couples/potential couples.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:30:23 No.27769157
Quoted By: >>27769174 >>27769357 >>27769393

>>27769097
anon, tell me exactly how a cis woman is going to "start a family" with a trans woman in a way that doesn't
push both parties into their agab roles, do tell

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:31:19 No.27769165

>>27769141
You both sound lovely and I wish you both many good years <3
And yeah, honestly hope they find someone for them. Everyone needs someone.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:32:20 No.27769174
Quoted By: >>27769186

>>27769157
Wouldn’t you like to know, weatherboy?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:32:33 No.27769175
Quoted By: >>27769393

>>27769141
>Being with her feels like returning home, no matter where we are.
Oh gosh that's so adorable ; -; I'm so happy for you both for real. I will have that someday too! I got out of a
troubled relationship that wasn't really working for either of us, but I'm still sad it went the way it did. I'm on the
way to improving myself and so is she so hopefully we each find someone.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:33:39 No.27769186

>>27769174
so again, you see trans women as men
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jokermoding Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:52:11 No.27769357
Quoted By: >>27769378 >>27769421

>>27769157
i wanna start a family with my (hypothetical future) cis wife
does that make me not a woman in your eyes?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:54:09 No.27769375

>>2776905
cute

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:54:20 No.27769378
Quoted By: >>27769404

>>27769357
That anon does not see trans women as women. They see us as men and keep pushing it for some reason. I
don't know if they are trying to hurt us on purpose, or if they are a trans woman trying to hurt themselves, but
it's awful to read. Also I'd like to start a family too with my hypothetical wife, but I worry I'm getting too old for it
since I'm already mid-30s.

F33ACC61-5736-4BC9-BD59-286549F5 (...).jpg, 1MiB, 1620x1149

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:56:19 No.27769393

>>27769157
My gf does not want to adopt, so IVF is our first option, at her request. She wants to be a
stay home mommy, and hopefully her career can accommodate that to an extent in the
future. She already works from home and makes a comfortable living. But trans women

have no agency, according to you, so obvs I'm a controlling, manipulative partner who is ISOLATING her and
FORCING her to become DEPENDENT on me. (I think I could larp as you now, heh.)
>>27769175
You did the right thing, anon. Working on improving yourself will help your future relationships be stronger and
happier. My gf and I started dating after we separately began therapy, and I'm happy for that. There was a
time we stopped talking for a year because we were stupid, shitty teens. We later got to know each other
better and learned to build a strong foundation for our friendship and eventual relationship. Of course we have
conflicts, no one is perfect, but we resolve them as best we can.

Most of our issues just stem from sadness over missing each other when we are too busy to call. I can't wait
to live together and come home to her every night, even if we are both too sleepy to do anything but cuddle. I
wish all the happiness for you too! <3

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:57:27 No.27769404

>>27769378
Yeah well I have a weird person. I just can't stand heterosexual people and I can't stand men who like women
sexually I don't know I just don't like it unless they're Dyke I just don't like heterosexual people at all

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 02:59:34 No.27769421
Quoted By: >>27769437 >>27769439 >>27769470

>>27769357
not that anon but yeah, there is no way of being a woman after you impregnate someone and father children.
thats the most "male" action you could ever take. if you plan on adopting then you're good ig

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:00:46 No.27769437
Quoted By: >>27769457
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>>27769421
holy mother of gender essentialist brainworms

jokermoding Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:01:37 No.27769439
Quoted By: >>27769469

>>27769421
first of all, wasn't asking you. i was calling out anon
secondly,
>adopting
no thanks lol that's for cucks
im gonna impregnate my cis afab wife and according to the US government i am a female
so, in short, ya seethe

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:03:11 No.27769457
Quoted By: >>27769483

>>27769437
that's just how things are. i enjoy dissociating stuff from their culturally associated genders as much as anyone
else but i find it hard to do so when the stuff in question is literally what defines any sort of conception we have
about those genders. if you impregnate a woman then you're a man, no way of going around it. i also do not
particularly like straight people

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:04:23 No.27769469

>>27769439
oh yeah, you show those limp wristed cucks who the real man is, brother.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:04:32 No.27769470
Quoted By: >>27769502

>>27769421
You know, you people on this form bug me to no end! The thing you admire more than anything else is
something I take for granted being able to pass as a woman! Without any problem I've done it all my life. I'm
older than most to you. I don't even like it! I'd rather be a gay guy but you don't even understand that?
I'm not concerned about your jealousy of me because I pass as a woman! You saying I can't pass as a woman
read that shit because passing is a woman is in the big deal with me!
I blew my life totally by getting a srs. Ended up in heteroville bored to death!

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:06:04 No.27769483
Quoted By: >>27769514

>>27769457
No one is talking about straight people. I dislike the fact that you'd reduce womanhood to birthing, considering
I dread having to be pregnant someday. But it's just what's most convenient seeing as artificial wombs don't
exist yet.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:07:57 No.27769502
Quoted By: >>27769515

>>27769470
i agree that getting an srs is generally a terrible decision and becoming a stealth straight woman is generally a
very boring decision but i'm unsure of how this is related to what i said? i'm not saying that you won't pass as
a woman if you impregnate a girl, just that impregnating a woman is an irrevocably "male" action

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:09:18 No.27769514
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Quoted By: >>27769533

>>27769483
i haven't reduced womanhood to birthing - in fact i have no interest whatsoever in anything related to that. i
just said that impregnating someone is a "boy" thing.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:09:20 No.27769515
Quoted By: >>27769565

>>27769502
I like how you insist cis women are transphobes when you're the one with the most transphobic takes in this
thread.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:11:11 No.27769533
Quoted By: >>27769565

>>27769514
There are many "male" things present in cis women (say, ones with pcos) and trans women. That doesn't
make them men, as you're implying.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:14:36 No.27769565
Quoted By: >>27769594

>>27769515
i haven't said that, this was the other anon. i think the average cis woman is pretty transphobic (but not as
threateningly transphobic as the average cis man) but the average cis f "chaser" isn't nearly as bad as the
average cis m "chaser". in fact even the cis woman chaser with the most bizarre fetichistic views of trans
womanhood seem much more respectful and nicer to me than most men in general lol. like yeah many cis
women that are interested in trannies will either want you to play into their "being topped by a dickgirl"
fantasies or their sadistic fantasies that have already been mentioned in this thread but the chance of them
actually treating you as a human is much much higher than a cis man treating you as one
>>27769533
women with pcos do not go around impregnating other women - i'm not talking about physical traits, "passing"
is irrelevant here, since those traits are completely involuntary.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:18:46 No.27769594
Quoted By: >>27769645

>>27769565
You make me and the other sadists itt sound far edgier than we are. Also ignoring the fact that I've reiterated
multiple times how inexperienced and insecure women aren't fun to degrade and that I'm into the same things
with cis women. Plus, most people aren't strictly sadistic or masochistic.

You missed the point, still. Impregnating doesn't make you a man.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:23:11 No.27769645
Quoted By: >>27769674

>>27769594
i'm not judging you for being sexually sadistic btw, i dont think this is abusive at all. i just used an example to
illustrate my point of how even the average "fetishistic chaser" girl will treat you much better than your average
man will, since they'll usually see you as a person that goes beyond just their fantasies (while men sometimes
seem incapable of seeing trannies as anything other than some shameful sex object). i do not think i missed
the point, in fact i just talked about that since there isn't really anything else to say about it? impregnating
someone is a male action, there is no going around it. you can't come back from becoming a father.
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Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:26:07 No.27769674
Quoted By: >>27769748

>>27769645
I'm pretty sure she won't lose sleep over the fact that she'll inseminate my eggs someday, esp seeing as it
was at her insistence. She was able to get over the fact that she was born male and start her transition, after
all.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:33:21 No.27769748
Quoted By: >>27769791 >>27769825

>>27769674
i honestly hope she doesn't! dysphoria is mental torture and i'd never wish it on anyone. this does not detract
from my point.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:37:59 No.27769791
Quoted By: >>27769825

>>27769748
Your point being that she
>can't come back from becoming a father
Which misgenders her and implies she (and all trans women) experience dysphoria the same way you do.
They don't. It's similar logic that shames non-op trans women as not being true trans because they don't have
genital dysphoria.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 03:41:29 No.27769825

>>27769748
>>27769791
Not to mention, I'd love to be able to impregnate her instead - this is a relatively common wish among cis
lesbians, wanting to impregnate your gf. That doesn't mean I wish I was a man, nor would it make me
suddenly trans or a father if science someday made that possible. Gross. Lol

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 04:04:17 No.27770083

So what I've learned from this thread is that I want a cis wife who dominates me and we have kids together
and live a nice life as the nice lesbian neighbors who dress like witches all year round.

FOCur39VcAAVhIK.jpg, 18KiB, 320x240

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 04:06:31 No.27770113

>tfw want a wife and to have biokids but using my penis and fathering gives
me terrible dysphoria
how do i get over this?

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 06:40:57 No.27771513
Quoted By: >>27771553 >>27771598

original anon & yes, impregnating is literally something you can't come back from.

It's literally the most "male" thing you could do & rejecting "maleness" is literally the whole point of being a
trans woman, so, to 99% of people fatherhood just cancels out any claims to womanhood you ever make, it's
irrevocably "male".

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 06:46:10 No.27771553
Quoted By: >>27771679
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>>27771513
No

jokermoding Tue 27 Sep 2022 06:54:31 No.27771598
Quoted By: >>27771679

>>27771513
ok so you're just transphobic then, got it. good to know

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 07:11:15 No.27771679
Quoted By: >>27771816

>>27771598
>>27771553
it'd be great if we could pretend gender doesn't exist or something so you could run around "chugging
brewskis & crushing puss" or whatever male shit but it's obviously going to affect how people see you

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 07:43:15 No.27771816
Quoted By: >>27771849

>>27771679
Who the fuck cares?
I want to impregnate my gf because it's the only way we can have kids, I could care less how people will judge
me, least of all 4chan chuds.
If I could have her impregnate me instead, I'd do it 1000%, but until I get into biochem and live out my dream
of bearing our children and making a happy family out of something unorthodox, I'll have a family however I
can.
Fuck what people think.

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 07:51:24 No.27771849
Quoted By: >>27771939 >>27771944

>>27771816
at least you acknowledge it's male, but yes, the only way to have kids & retain womanhood is to either adopt
or bear them yourself.

It's great that you want kids to the extent you're willing to give up transness & revert to a male role to have
them, it's beautiful, in a certain way

Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 08:10:59 No.27771939

>>27771849
I'm just genuinely shocked you've been at this all day, regardless of if you're brainwormed enough to believe
this shit or not.

I never "acknowledged it's male," I stated I didn't care and nobody else should either. Gender roles are
mattering less and less, and if the approval of people is all I'm chasing (zing), there's nothing to aspire to.

I'll be sure to ask your opinion somewhere deep in the back of my head as they're being born though, since
you have this tendency to arbitrarily exclude yourself and others for dumb, archaic reasons.
Toodles. Surprised you're not one of the types who thinks I want to fuck myself because I love a cis girl.
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Anonymous Tue 27 Sep 2022 08:12:40 No.27771944

>>27771849
I hope you're a cis m /pol/ack and not a transgirl yourself. That'd be less sad.
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